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in Statistical Practice:
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"Talking of education, people have now a-days" (said he) "got a strange opinion
that every thing should be taught by lectures. Now, I cannot see that lectures can
do so much good as reading the books from which the lectures are taken. I know
nothing that can be best taught by lectures, except where experiments are to be
shewn. You may teach chymestry by lectures - You might teach making of shoes
by lectures!"

James Boswell: Life ofSamuel Johnson, 1766 (1709-1784)

The direction in which education starts a man will determine his future life.
Plato: The Republic, Book V

(427-347 Be)
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Authors' Preface

Statistical data analysis techniques are increasingly being relied upon to translate
experimental data into useful knowledge. Familiarity with statistical techniques is
necessary if scientists, industrial personnel, and researchers are to design experiments to
obtain the most relevant data for the specified objectives and if they are to use the data
collected to best advantage in the advancement of the knowledge of new phenomena,
processes, and products.

The development of experimental design principles is generally attributed to Sir
Ronald Fisher who was concerned with agricultural research in the 1920s for the
improvement of yield. Further development of these initial principles was provided
by innovators such as Frank Yates and George Box, most notably through their
contributions to agriculture and industrial experimentation. The areas in which
experimental designs can be applied have continued to expand. Recently, the
increased awareness of Taguchi methods for quality improvement has led to an
increase in the use of statistics and experimental design in industry, though not
necessarily all industry. New areas of application continue to be developed through
increased awareness of the benefits of experimental design and through improved
software facilities.

This text will provide an introduction to the diverse subject area of
experimental design. Despite its length, it does not attempt to be an all embracing
guide to all aspects of experimental designs. There are numerous other excellent
texts available for that purpose. The important principles that we instill are that
stating the aims and objectives, planning, and data analysis go hand in hand and must
be seen as part of the overall investigative process. Inefficient designs represent
wasted effort and so ensuring that these three principles are addressed is vital to
efficient design and analysis.

A particular purpose of this book is to develop in the reader an appreciation and
understanding of experimental designs and to equip the reader with the ability to use
experimental designs in a practical way. The book illustrates experimental designs using
practical problems from a wide range of application areas. We have de-emphasised the
mathematical aspects underpinning experimental designs to concentrate more on the
practicalityof design usage and the subsequent data handling. We believe this approach
will provide the reader with a greater feel and stronger understanding of how to use
experimental designs in practice. The data handling is explained from both exploratory
data analysis and inferential data analysis aspects through the provision of detailed
solutions. This enables the reader to develop a sound understanding of how to analyse
data and of the role statistical methods can play within both the design and
interpretational aspects of experimentation. We concur with the trend of including more
exploratorydata analysis in Statistics teaching to enable data to be explored visually and
numerically for inherent patterns. This aspect of data analysis has been incorporated in
all the illustrations. Each chapter also contains simple, practical, and applicable
problems for the reader to attempt to provide additional illustrations of the concepts and
data analysisprinciples described Summarysolutions to selected problems are presented
at the end of the text.
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The use of statistical software packages has increased markedly in recent years,
with inefficient and inappropriate usage still a frequent occurrence. With this in mind,
we have decided to base all aspects of the design illustrations presented on the use of
software output to reflect the wide availability of statistical software for data handling. It
must be appreciated, however, that software is only a tool to aid data presentation for
analysis purposes. The investigator must use the output created to interpret the data with
respect to the specified experimental objectives. The emphasis we have placed on
software usage has enabled the calculation aspects of the data analysis procedures to be
kept to a minimum. This has allowed us to focus more on describing the underlying
principles and methods with which to expedite the data analysis. Software usage also
enables the data to be viewed and interpreted from graphical, summary, and inferential
perspectives, so providing a more comprehensive base for applicable data analysis than
calculation methods alone can provide. It is this philosophy which is the basis of the
practical illustrations within this book

Numerous statistical software packages are available and it was difficult to decide
which to include in the book We chose to use both Minitab and SAS as they are simple
to use, ubiquitous, and compatible in most of their operations with the operational
features of Windows software. Minitab is widely available throughout educational
institutions while SAS is used extensively in industry. We acknowledge that this
decision may not suit everyone but the data presentation and analysis principles have
been presented in a way that can be readily transferred to other software packages.
Detailed information and explanations of software operation are provided in appendices
at the end of each chapter for both Minitab and SAS to provide the reader with full
information on how to use the software to obtain the illustrated statistical output.
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Glossary

Accuracy The level of agreement between replicate determinations of a measurable property
and a reference or target value.

Aliasing The sharing of contrast expressions and sum of squares of separate factorial
effects.

Alternative hypothesis A statement reflecting a difference or change in the level of a
response as a result ofexperimental intervention, denoted by HI or HA or AH.

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) The teclmique of separating, mathematically, the total
variation within experimental measurements into sources corresponding to controlled and
uncontrolled components.

BmD Balanced Incomplete Block Design.

Blocking The grouping of experimental units into homogeneous blocks to remove an
extraneous source of response variation.

Boxplot A data plot comprising tails and a box from lower to upper quartile separated in the
middle by the median for detecting data spread and patterning together with the presence of
outliers.

CCD Central Composite Design.

CI Confidence interval, an interval or range ofvalues which contains an unknown parameter
with a specified probability.

COD CrossOver Design.

Contrasts Corresponds to linear combinations of treatments for specific treatment
comparisons, also the underpinning components oftwo-level designs.

Confounding The design teclmique for blocking a factorial experiment where information
on certain treatment effects is sacrificed as they are indistinguishable from the block effects.

CRD Completely Randomised Design.

CV Coefficient of variation, a dimensionless quantity which is a measure of the relative
precision of replicated experimental data.

Decision rule Mechanism for using test statistic or p value to decide whether to accept or
reject the null hypothesis in inferential data analysis.

Derming contrast A treatment effect confounded with the blocks or fractions in Fractional
Factorial Designs.

Derming relation The complete specification of sacrificed treatment effects in a Fractional
Factorial Design expressed as the set offactors equal to the identity column I.

Descriptive statistics The graphical presentation and calculation of summary statistics for
experimental data.

df Degrees of freedom, number of independent measurements that are available for
estimation, generally corresponds to number of measurements minus number of parameters
to estimate.

Diagnostic checking An analysis tool for assessment of the assumptions associated with an
inferential data analysis procedure.
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Dispersion The level of variation within collected data corresponding to the way data
cluster around their "centre" value.

Dotplot A data plot of recorded data where each observation is presented as a dot to display
its position relative to other measurements within the data set.

EDA Exploratory data analysis, visual and numerical mechanisms for presenting and
analysingdata to help gain an initial insight into the structure and patterning prevalent within
the data.

Error Deviation ofa response measurement from its true value.

Estimation Methods of estimating the magnitude of an experimental effect within an
investigation.

Experiment A planned inquiry to obtain new information on a measurable, or observable,
outcome or to confirm results from previous studies.

Experimental design The experimental structure used to generate practical data for
interpretative purposes.

Experimental plan Step-by-step guide to experimentation and subsequent data analysis.

Experimental unit An experimental unit is the physical experimental material to which one
application of a treatment is applied, e.g. manufactured product, water sample, food
specimen, subject.

FD Factorial Design.

FFD Fractional Factorial Design.

Fixed effects The treatments to be tested correspond to those specifically chosen for
investigation or to the only ones associated with an investigation.

Heteroscedastic Data exhibitingnon-constant variability as the mean changes.

Homoscedastic Data exhibitingconstant variability as the mean changes.

Inferential data analysis Inference mechanisms for testing the statistical significance of
collected data through weighing up the evidence within the data for or against a particular
outcome.

Interaction The joint influence of treatment combinations on a response which cannot be
explainedby the sum ofthe individual factor effects.

Location The centre ofa data set which the recorded responses tend to cluster around, e.g.
mean, median.

LS Latin Square design.

Main effects Independent factor effects reflecting the change in a response as a result of
changing the factor levels.

MD Mixture Design.

Mean The arithmetic average ofa set ofexperimental measurements.

Median The middle observation of a set of experimental measurements when expressed in
ascending order ofmagnitude.

Mixed model experiment An experiment in which factors of both fixed and random effect
type appear.
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Model The statistical mechanism where an experimental response is explained in terms of
the factors controlled in the experiment.

Model I experiment An experiment in which the treatments, or factors, tested all
correspond to fixed effects.

Model D experiment An experiment in which the treatments, or factors, tested all
correspond to random effects.

Multiple comparison procedures Statistical procedures for pairwise treatment comparison
which provide an understanding ofhow detected treatment differences are occurring.

ND Nested Design.

Non-parametric procedures Methods of inferential data analysis, often based on ranking,
which do not require the assumption ofnormality for the measured response.

Normal (Gaussian) The most commonly applied population distribution in Statistics, the
assumed distribution for a measured response in parametric inference.

Null hypothesis A statement reflecting no difference between observations and target or
between sets ofobservations as a result of experimental intervention, denoted H« or Nll.

OAD Orthogonal Array Design.

Observation A measured or observed data value from a study or an experiment.

OFAT One-factor-at-a-time experimentation.

OLS Ordinary least squares, a parameter estimation technique used within regression
modelling to determine the best fitting relationship for a response Y in terms of one or more
experimentalvariables.

Orthogonality The property of a design matrix whereby the inner product of any pair of
columns is zero.

Orthogonal polynomials Specific treatment contrasts which can assess for evidence of
trend effects in quantitative treatments.

Outlier A recorded response measurement which differs markedly from the majority of the
data collected.

p Value The probability that a calculated test statistic value could have occurred by chance
alone, provides a measure of the probability that the level of treatment difference detected
has occurred purely by chance, compared to significancelevel.

Paired sampling A design principle where experimental material to be tested is split into
two equal parts with each part tested on one oftwo possible treatments.

Parameters The terms included within a response model which require to be estimated and
assessed for their statistical significance.

Parametric procedures Methods of inferential data analysis based on the assumption that
the measured response data conform to a normal distribution.

PBD Plackett-Burman Design.

Power The probability of correctly rejecting a false null hypothesis, power = 100[1 
P(Type II error)], often set at 80%.

Power analysis An important part ofdesign planning to assess suitability of design structure
for its intended purpose.
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Precision The level ofagreement between replicate measurements ofa measurable property.

Protocol An outline of the study approach specifying objectives, sampling strategy, power
analysis, and details ofplanned data analysis.

Quality assurance (QA) Procedures concerned with monitoring of laboratory practice,
manufacturing practice, and measurement reporting to ensure quality of reported
measurements.

Quality control (QC) Mechanisms for checking that reported measurements are free of
error and conform to acceptable accuracy and precision.

Quantitative data Physical measurements of a study outcome conforming to a validated
scale system

Random effects The treatments to be tested represent a random sample from larger
population.

Random error Causes response measurements to fall either side of a target affecting data
precision.

Randomisation Reduces the risk ofbias in experimental results, concerned with selection of
experimentalunits for use within an experiment and run order ofexperiments.

Range A simplemeasure ofdata spread.

Ranking Ordinal number corresponding to the position of a measurement value when
measurements are placed in ascending order of magnitude.

Repeatability A measure ofthe precision ofa method expressed as the agreement attainable
between independent determinations performed by a single individual using the same
instrument and techniques in a short period oftime.

Replication The concept of repeating experimentation to produce multiple measurements of
the same response to enable data accuracy and precision to be estimated.

Reproducibility A measure of the precision of a method expressed as the agreement
attainable between determinations performed in different locations.

Residuals Estimates of model error, determined as the difference between the recorded
observations and the model's fitted values.

Resolution The ability of a two-level or three-level Fractional Factorial Design to provide
independent factor effect estimates ofthe main components of interest.

Response The characteristic measured or observed in a study.

RMD Repeated Measures Design.

Robust statistics Data summaries which are unaffected by outliers and spurious
measurements.

RSM Response Surface Methods.

Sample A set ofrepresentative measurements ofa measurable or observable outcome.

Sample size estimation Integral part ofdesign planning, ensure sufficient measurements are
collected to enable study objectives to be properly assessed.

Screening experiments Simple to implement and analyse multi-factor experiments for the
early stages ofprojects to identify important factors.
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Significance level The probability of rejecting a true null hypothesis, P(Type I error),
typically set at 5% or 0.05.

Skewness Shape measure ofdata for assessing lack of symmetry.

SNK Student-Newman-Keuls multiple comparison procedure.

SPC Statistical Process Control.

SPD Split-Plot Design.

SQC Statistical Quality Control.

Standard deviation A magnitude dependent measure of the absolute precision of replicate
experimental data.

Systematic error Causes response measurements to be in error affecting data accuracy.

Test statistic A mathematical formulae which provides a measure of the evidence that the
study data provide in respect of acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis, numerically
estimableusing study data.

Taguchi methods Experimental design and analysis techniques initially pioneered by
Genichi Taguchi for quality improvement ofproducts and processes.

Transformation A technique of re-coding data so that the non-normality and non-constant
variance ofreported data can be corrected.

Treatment The controlled effect being assessed in an experiment for its influence on a
measurable or observable outcome.

Type I error (False positive) Rejection of a true null hypothesis, P(Type I error) =

significance level.

Type II error (False negative) Acceptance ofa false null hypothesis, P(Type II error) = 1 
power/lOO.

Variability The level ofvariation present within collected data, also consistency and spread.
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Introduction

1.1 INTRODUCTION
The origins of contemporary experimental design are generally attributed to Sir
Ronald Fisher who published seminal work on statistical principles in the 1920s. The
impact of his work was to become apparent in the late 1930s when terms such as
statistics, experimental design, treatment effect, randomisation, Analysis of
Variance, and significance and were to become recognised as synonymous with the
efficient planning and analysis of data over a wide range of subject areas. In a
famous address to the Indian Statistical Congress, Fisher was reported to have said:

"To consult a statistician after an experiment is finished is often merely to ask him to
conduct a post mortem examination. He can perhaps say what the experiment died of"

Fortunately, since then, there has been a prolific increase in the use of statistical
methods and an appreciation of the merits of planned data collection and analysis.
The methods have become the servant of the research and development community
for the design and manufacture of new useful products. The methods have
underpinned the discovery of fundamental knowledge and contributed to our
understanding of the life sciences and social behaviour. Indeed, very few disciplines
have made progress in the twentieth century and not been influenced by the
principles of experimental design. In particular, experimental design has become the
cornerstone of good statistical practice and internationally adopted by regulatory
authorities and statutory bodies concerned with the safe and effective development of
new processes and products. It should be realised that the term experiment is open
to a very broad interpretation and covers any type of study, trial, or investigation
where data are to be collected and assessed. It is not confined to the narrow
interpretation of a laboratory experiment!

Despite these achievements the subject is still largely unexplored and under
used. Many practitioners seldom get to implement the full range of rich techniques
developed over the last 80 years by distinguished contributors such as Jerzy Neyman,
Egon Pearson, Karl Pearson, Maurice Kendall, George Snedecor, John Tukey, Frank
Yates, George Box, and Genichi Taguchi. This is either because of resource
constraints or the benefits of the methods are not sufficiently promulgated. This
comes at a time when data are increasingly generated and stored in large quantities
using high speed computer systems and when there is a demand for the rapid
assessment of complex multi-factor studies. Often the investigator will not be an
expert in mathematics or statistics but someone from a completely different
discipline with an interest in the application of experimental design to his or her
problem domain.

Statistical practice covers a large number of statistical methods, and the key
challenge to the modern day practitioner is to design the collection of data so that it


